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Map BB13   Potential reference sites for different river water body types 
The examples given correspond to Type 1-1-2-2, Type 2-1-1-3 and Type 4-2-1-3).  The colour code 
indicates the probability for a given river water body in that type to present reference conditions.  Note 
how it becomes increasingly difficult to find sites under reference conditions for water body types whose 
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Map OK2   Distribution of (a) wildlife and (b) cattle, in the Okavango Delta 
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Map OK12   Impact of channel clearance on surface water 
Permanently Flooded (with irrigation) 
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Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra).  2005b.  Maps to support the 
Summary report of the characterisation, impacts and economic analyses required by Article 5: 






































































Map TH14   Groundwater water bodies at risk from all pressure categories (Defra, 2005b) 
